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Reaction cross sections for 38, 65, and 97 MeV deuterons on targets from9Be to 208Pb
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Reaction cross sections for deuterons have been measured for9Be, 12C, 16O, 28Si, 40,48Ca, 58,60Ni,
112,116,120,124Sn, and208Pb at 37.9, 65.5, and 97.4 MeV.@S0556-2813~96!03806-X#

PACS number~s!: 25.45.De, 24.10.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

Partial wave analyses of elastic scattering angular dis
butions result in sets of phase shifts which also unique
determine the reaction cross sections. In spite of the fact t
the analyses of the angular distributions often result in a
biguities for the optical potential, experimental efforts in th
past have mainly concentrated on measuring angular dis
butions for more target nuclei and at new energies, while
to now very few measurements of the complementary re
tion cross sections have been performed.

Some years ago we embarked on a program to meas
4He reaction cross sections in the energy region 20–50 M
per nucleon for different nuclei. The original motivation fo
these measurements was to determine a further constrain
the optical model in the analyses of elastic scattering. It w
found @1#; however, that the optical model calculations sy
tematically overestimated the reaction cross sections. W
suspected at that time that the discrepancy was due to
fact that oversimplified models were used and that in th
case the Woods-Saxon parametrization was inadequate
turned out@2#, however, that the discrepancy increased
analyses using the folding approach, which in detail repr
duced the shape of the elastic scattering angular distri
tions.

These results were very surprising and we therefore d
cided to perform the same set of measurements for deu
ons. It was our hope that results for deuterons would gi
complementary information to those of4He. The fact that
the deuteron is so loosely bound caused us to make a m
detailed study of particles emitted in the forward directio
As will be seen later in this report, the results of this expe
ment suggest that the earlier discrepancy for4He may be
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partially of experimental character. We therefore plan to
peat our measurement for4He.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental procedure consisted of a variation o
standard attenuation technique. The method and experim
tal apparatus, originally designed for measuring proton re
tion cross sections, are described in detail in Ref.@3#. This
technique was recently applied by the Redlands/Uppsala
laboration in a measurement of reaction cross sections
4He @1#, and the reader is referred to these two reports
experimental details.

A well-collimated, momentum analyzed deuteron bea
from the Gustaf Werner cyclotron at the Svedberg Labo
tory was directed into our apparatus, a schematic diagram
which is given in Fig. 1. The beam energies were determin
with a time-of-flight technique. The beam energy spread w
approximately 300 keV@full width at half maximum
~FWHM!#, and the intensity was typically 23104 particles
per second. Two thin passing scintillators~detectors 1 and 2!
and two annular scintillators~detectors 3 and 4! served to
identify properly directed deuterons incident on the th
solid, circular targets, which were approximately 1 cm
diameter. They were mounted on a wheel accommodating
targets and an empty space for target-out measurements.
get characteristics are given in Table I. Beyond the tar
was the stopping detector telescope, comprised of detecto
a small thin plastic scintillator, and the stopping detector
subtending an angle of630° as seen from the beam spot o
the target.

The electronic logic is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Th
incident beam intensityI 0 was determined by the signal 1
-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of

the reaction cross section appara
tus.

*Electronic address: ingo@tsl.uu.se
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2920 53A. AUCE et al.
(314), and the transmitted, nonreacting beam intensityI by
12(314)~516!. A pile-up rejection scheme prohibited both
of two consecutive deuterons from producing anI 0 logic
signal if they arrived within 1ms of each other. The correc-
tions necessary to determine the reaction cross section fr
these raw data are described in the next section.

A series of target-in and target-out measurements, ea
consisting of either 107 or 53106 incident deuterons, was
performed. The uncorrected reaction cross sectionsun was
determined from the difference between the term (I 02I ) and
the corresponding quantity (i 02 i ) obtained from target-out
measurements.

A. Corrections to the raw data

The uncorrected reaction cross sectionsun was obtained
from

sun5
1

nx F ~ I 02I !

I 0
2

~ i 02 i !

i 0
G , ~1!

TABLE I. Target specifications.

Target Enrichment Thickness Thickness nonuniformit
~mg/cm2) ~%!

9Be 100% 35.6 1
12C Natural 78.9 0.5
SiO2 Natural 62.0 0.1
28Si Natural 77.4 0.1
40Ca Natural 49.0 4
48Ca 90.8% 10.9 2
58Ni 99.79% 40.5 2
60Ni 99.07% 39.5 2
112Sn 80.04% 40.8 2
116Sn 95.74% 41.5 2
120Sn 98.05% 42.5 2
124Sn 96.71% 38.5 2
208Pb 99.86% 67.4 4
om

ch

wheren is the number of nuclei per unit volume in the targ
andx the target thickness.

In the following paragraphs the corrections applied to
raw data are described. They are mostly small and of dif
ent signs, so that in the end they almost cancel.

~i! The first correction concerned elastically scattered d
terons which emerged at angles greater than 30° and
missed detector 6. These nonreaction events were fal
counted as reactions since there was no gate-closing s
from either detector 5 or 6. The experimentally measu
sun was corrected by subtracting the elastic differential cr
section integrated between 30° and 180°. The elastic c
sections were taken from published data@4–23# or calculated
from optical potentials in these reports. The correction w
negative and less than 9% in all cases.

~ii ! The second correction was for nuclear reactions p
ducing charged particles which entered detector 6 (u,30°)
with energies above the discriminator level for that detec
These were thus falsely counted as elastic events. A cor
tion was applied for these missing reaction events. In m
cases the discriminator level for detector 6 was set 8 M
(DE) below the elastic peak atE MeV for deuterons. Pro-
tons produce larger signals in detector 6~BC400 plastic scin-
tillator! than do deuterons and hence the discriminator le
for protons was about 2 MeV lower at the highest energy a
about 4 MeV lower at the lowest energy. The contributi
for inelastically scattered deuterons, obtained from appro
ate published cross sections@4–23#, was integrated to give
the charged particle reaction correction,

2pE
0°

30°

sinu duE
E2DE

E d2s

dEdV
dE. ~2!

Since cross sections for stripping reactions to low-lying le
els are generally smaller than those for inelastic scatter
no correction was made for protons producing signals ab
the discriminator level.

This correction was positive and always less than 3.5%
sun.

y

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the electronic logic.
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53 2921REACTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR 38, 65, AND 97 MeV . . .
~iii ! Reaction products which triggered detector 5 are
mentioned above, registered as nonreaction events. In
@1# this correction was measured using a method sugge
by an Oak Ridge group@24#, based on the assumption th
the reaction products are isotropically distributed. Since
loosely bound deuteron has a large probability for brea
and since this process is highly nonisotropic, we decide
study the effect of the finite size of detector 5 by measur
the reaction cross sections with three different sizes of de
tor 5, covering the angular regions up to 6.0°, 7.2°, a
8.9°, respectively. It turned out that the effect of the detec
size increased with energy, but within the experimental
rors the correction was the same for all nuclei at a gi
energy. At each energy the percentage cross section ch
for a given nucleus was proportional to the change in s
angle and did not exhibit any dependence onu. Therefore
we extrapolated to zero size of detector 5 by applyin
correction proportional to the solid angle of detector 5. T
correction to the largest size of detector 5 was as larg
2.0%, 4.9%, and 12.4% at the three energies. In our prev
measurement fora particles only the 8.9° size was used. It
because of the importance of this correction that, as m
tioned in the Introduction, we have decided to repeat
measurements fora particles.
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TABLE II. Experimental results for the reaction cross section
~mb! for deuterons.

Target Incident energy~MeV!

37.960.2 65.560.5 97.460.3

9Be 811635 633623 536626
12C 836624 678615 600617
16O 962627 811619 726621
28Si 1199635 1083621 1023625
40Ca 1439643 1338628 1260630
48Ca 1653675 1564671 1424647
58Ni 1625651 1571633 1524645
60Ni 1698649 1619634 1588640
112Sn 2130676 2156647 2212659
116Sn 2174669 2257649 2254653
120Sn 2240669 2346651 2351655
124Sn 2282690 2332657 2343659
208Pb 28446142 3049671 3250682
FIG. 3. Experimental values for deuteron and proton reaction cross sections.
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FIG. 4. Experimental values for deuteron reaction cross section divided by (AT
1/31Ad

1/3) plotted versus the atomic numberAT . The
dashed and solid curves show the parametrizations with Eq.~3! and Eq.~4!, respectively.
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~iv! Some deuterons were elastically scattered outside
tector 5 but into detector 6 and then lost energy throu
nuclear reactions in the detector material, thus produc
false reaction events. The presence of detector 5 significa
reduced the number of such events. In order to estimate
correction a separate experiment was performed to mea
the reaction rate for deuterons in detector 6, using the te
nique reported in Ref.@25#. The number of deuterons ente
ing detector 5 was counted during the experiment for
purpose of this correction. The correction was negative
less than 1.5% for all nuclei.

~v! Corrections due to finite target thickness and fin
beam size were estimated to be negligible.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The reaction cross sections obtained at the three energ
are presented in Table II. The quoted errors are statistic
The results from this experiment are shown in Fig. 3 by th
filled circles. The open triangles show the results obtained
Wilkins and Igo at 22.4 MeV@26# and by Mayoet al.at 26.5
MeV @27#. It should be noticed that these two measuremen
were performed with natural targets. Proton reaction cro
sections are shown by open circles at the same energy
nucleon. Data were taken from the compilation by one of th
present authors@28#. As seen our data are in reasonabl
agreement with those obtained at 22.4 and 26.5 MeV. A
expected, the reaction cross sections are generally larger
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deuterons than for protons. The difference, however, var
from nucleus to nucleus with respect to amplitude as well
energy dependence. For protons as well as for deuter

TABLE III. Best fit parameter values obtained with the reactio
cross sections parametrized according to Eqs.~3! and ~4! for deu-
terons.

Eq. ~3! Eq. ~4!

E r0 x2 r T r p x2

~MeV! ~fm! ~fm! ~fm!

22.4 @26# 1.291 596 0.680 3.118 66.2
26.5 @27# 1.302 614 0.773 3.119 76.2
37.9 1.411 58.2 1.213 1.978 11.2
65.5 1.369 35.5 1.445 1.150 19.7
97.4 1.347 120.8 1.580 0.671 8.6
ies
as
ons

there is a general trend that the reaction cross sections
crease with energy for light nuclei and increase for heav
nuclei.

IV. PARAMETRIZATION
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We found in Ref.@1# that the reaction cross sections fo
4He were surprisingly well described by the two parametr
zations

sR5pr 0
2~AT

1/31Ap
1/3!2, ~3!

and

sR5p~r TAT
1/31r pAp

1/3!2, ~4!

n

.

FIG. 5. Experimental values for deuteron reaction cross section compared with predictions from optical model calculations~asterisks! for

12C, 40Ca, and208Pb. The solid curve for208Pb shows the results obtained by Wanget al. @29# using a dispersive optical model potential
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FIG. 6. Experimental values for deuteron reaction cross sections divided by (AT
1/31Ad

1/3) compared with predictions by the global
potentials in Refs.@14# ~* ! and @22# ~s!.
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whereAT and Ap are the mass numbers of the target an
projectile, respectively. As mentioned in the Introduction
there may be systematic errors in our previous measurem
for 4He. We believe, however, that these errors are princ
pally related to the energy dependence and only to a sm
extent to the dependence on atomic number.

Figure 4 shows the results for the reaction cross sectio
divided by (AT

1/31Ap
1/3)2 for our results as well as for those

from Refs.@26# and @27#. The solid lines show the best fits
obtained with Eq.~3! and the dashed curves those obtaine
with Eq. ~4!. The resulting best fit values are given in Tabl
III. Figure 4 shows that the reaction cross sections divided
(AT

1/31Ap
1/3)2 decrease with increasing atomic number at lo

energies and increase at high energies. Exactly the same
servation was made for4He in Ref. @1# and the transition
d
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from a decrease to an increase with increasing atomic num
ber appears at about the same energy per nucleon.

V. OPTICAL MODEL CALCULATIONS

Most reports on the elastic scattering of deuterons@4–23#
contain one or more optical potentials which reproduce th
angular distributions. With some of these potentials we ca
culated the reaction cross sections for12C, 40Ca, and
208Pb. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5~asterisks!
together with our experimental values~solid circles! as well
as those from Refs.@26# and @27# ~open triangles!. In some
cases several potentials have been obtained from the sa
data set and it is seen that the difference in the calculate
reaction cross sections using these potentials is considera
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53 2925REACTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR 38, 65, AND 97 MeV . . .
larger than the experimental errors. The agreement betw
the experimental and theoretical values is satisfactory, a
is evident that the reaction cross section gives a very im
tant constraint on optical model calculations. In the case
208Pb, the solid curve shows the result obtained by W
et al. @29# using a dispersive optical model potential. A
seen, our values obtained at the two lower energies ar
excellent agreement with their prediction.

Daehnicket al. @14# and Bojowaldet al. @22# have de-
rived global potentials for the elastic scattering of deutero
Figure 6 shows our experimental values divided by (AT

1/31

Ad
1/3) 2 ~solid circles! together with the results obtained wi

the global potential by Bojowaldet al. @22# (s) and those
obtained with the potential by Daehnicket al. @14# (*). With
respect to the large variation in the values for the reac
cross section for potentials reproducing the same angular
tributions, the results obtained with the global potentials
surprisingly good.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported results for reaction cross sections
deuterons at three energies above 30 MeV, a region w
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s
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had not been studied earlier. We have observed that the
action cross section decreases with increasing energy
light nuclei whereas it increases for heavy nuclei. The rea
tion cross sections tend to be proportional to (AT

1/31Ap
1/3) 2

around 40–60 MeV. At lower energies and for light nucle
the reaction cross sections are underestimated by such a
portionality; at higher energies the situation is the opposi
The results obtained are reasonably well reproduced by
tical model calculations. Also, the global potentials derive
by Daehnicket al. @14# and by Bojowaldet al. @22# repro-
duce the experimental values well. We believe that the
sults we have reported have considerably improved the p
sibilities to derive more reliable potentials for the elast
scattering of deuterons.
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